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One of the best descriptions I’ve heard of the kind of art I love, the kind of art makes my cunt quake, is from
multidisciplinary artist Cliff Cardinal. We were drinking in Toronto a few weeks ago and Cliff told me he likes to
hit that place where the audience has to ask themselves, “Did he just say that?”—and then he tries to vibrate
there.
That sense of disruption, not only of what is normal but of what can be anticipated, is what excites me about
queer performance and describes why I think queer art is necessary to those inside the queer community and
outside of it. Queerness is an act of disruption, it is the tear that forces tissue and to reassemble itself
differently in its wake. Queer performance is an event that leaves its audience questioning what they’ve
assumed is a given. Or at least in can be.
In order for queer performance to stay relevant and for it to be looked at as a distinct practice, it must
remember that no matter how much some queers now feel like they’re just like everyone else, that we aren’t.
We just aren’t. Our queer kin around the world are still jailed and bashed and mass-murdered. Sex work is still
criminalized. HIV/AIDS is still criminalized. Our existence, and the existence of our kin, is still under threat. We
live precariously. And in the face of precarity we are depressed, and for all our time spent rebuilding ourselves
to enter the world anew each day we experience time differently, and we pursue pleasure we were never
taught was possible. We invent worlds in which our bodies do not define our genders and our genders to not
define our desire and our desire defines who is our family.
One of the best pieces of queer art I’ve seen was a short film at the 2015 MIX NYC Queer Experimental Film
Festival, a piece called Lucid Noon Sunset Blush.

Photo from opening scene of Lucid Noon Sunset Blush by Alli Logout, 2015.
The film follows a queer chosen family who lives collectively (as renters/maybe squatters) in Texas. The family
is all female (cis and trans)/non-binary folk, mostly people of colour, and the family supports itself chiefly
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through a bicycle stealing ring and sex work. They look after each other, but their home is no institution of
charity. Everyone hustles. A lot of people in the family fuck each other. A few of the people in the family are
actually in love with each other. Their bonds are tight and complicated. One of the best sex scenes I have ever
seen is in this film: one woman is finger-fucking another, and when she pulls her hand out she discovers she’s
lost one of her press-on nails in her lover’s pussy. Not only does she then have to go spelunking in her lover’s
pussy to find the errant fingernail, but then the two of them have a conversation about whether or not is it
disrespectful to lose your press-on in your lover’s pussy in the first place.
It’s a gorgeous scene in which two bodies, two black bodies, two not-thin bodies, fuck the way we queers
actually fuck, and then they talk, and then they continue with their lives not as a couple but certainly as kin.
The scene is unembarrassed about pleasure, unembarrassed about pragmatic conversations, and treats sex as
a thing people can share for no other sake than it feels good. Lucid Noon Sunset Blush is a slice of life, a slice of
truly alternative life. It doesn’t preach, it simply presents an alternative to that which is heteronormative,
monogamous, and legal. And in that, it is deeply subversive.
As much as I think the future of queer art lies in presenting the new, the possible, and the potential, I think the
future of queer art, and its necessity, also lies in our history. A lot of the queers I meet across Canada and the
US, as is evidenced by the backlash within the queer community against Black Lives Matter’s actions in
Toronto’s 2016 Pride Parade, are quite ignorant of queer history and queer art history. I think a real role queer
art has, and what makes it dangerous, is queer art can demonstrate that queerness itself is not new. Our
parents may not be our cultural ancestors, but we do have a lineage, and in that, we are substantial.

This Kid - 20 Years On - A Tribute to David Wojnarowicz by Jason Woodson, 2010.
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Another artist I am a fan of and who I think of when I think of the future of queer art is NYC-based model, DJ,
and writer/performer Juliana Huxtable. I don’t love everything she does, but some of her work is so powerful,
so nuanced, and so willing to look at that which is uncomfortable that it brings me to my knees. Take MAKING
FUN OF MAPPLETHORPE, for example. Robert Mapplethorpe, such a giant of our queer art canon and such an
important figure whose art surrounding queer desire and BSDM has paved the way for much of what we do
now, and yet whose fetishizing of black bodies is something which is necessary to the conversation of his
work—in one fell swoop Juliana simultaneously educates on the history of queer art and offers a critique of it.
Juliana’s work deals powerfully with queerness in intersection with racism, colonialism, and cultural
appropriation.

Self-portrait by Robert Mapplethorpe, 1983, on the left. MAKING FUN OF MAPPLETHORPE by Juliana Huxtable
and Amos Mac, 2013, on the right.

Photos of excerpts of Juliana Huxtable in the A8 issue of Richardson Magazine, 2016.
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This year Juliana wrote a piece for Richardson Magazine which looks at the intersection of her black identity,
her trans identity, BSDM, and what makes her cum. On a personal note, I don’t really have sex anymore unless
it involves BSDM: I can’t engage with my own body or anyone else’s without engaging in power dynamics and
pain. As such my queerness and BDSM are inextricably linked. As much as I need to examine and think
critically about my politics, especially as a white person, I do not believe in trying to be intellectually critical
about what turns me on and what gets me off. Sex is messy, and the queer art that I think is threatening to the
status quo and therefore elemental is art that dives headlong into that mess. In the past few years I’ve seen a
lot of queer performance that tackles intersectionality and the fight for social justice, inclusivity, and equity.
While that is necessary, I think the future of queer art is art that remembers the fight for sex and gender
freedom is the fight to fuck outside of traditional morality, outside of that which is sanitized, outside of that
which is even palatable. The queerness I’m interested in is not a queerness TD Bank can market mortgages to.
It is filthy. It is joyful. It reconstructs bodies with new sex organs. It plays with sex abuse, sexism, misogyny,
racism, ableism, taking the things that threaten to destroy us and turning them into expressions of ecstasy.

Photo of excerpt of Juliana Huxtable in the A8 issue of Richardson Magazine, 2016.
In my own practice as an artist, which ranges from visual art to playwriting to prose to performance, I
document that which infuriates me and that which I take pleasure in. The longer I create queer art, the more
my bisexuality and genderqueer identity is not so much the focus of the work, but rather permeates the work
the way my lisp permeates my speech. The meeting point between disillusionment and wonder, poverty and
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majesty, mourning and celebration, destruction and creation—I would offer that this approach to queer art
keeps it alive, dangerous, and honors the complexities with which we live.
I will leave you with a storytelling piece I wrote, which I performed in June 2016 at A Night of Spiritual Pride at
Buddies in Bad Times Theatre:
She arrives on her bike with her friends and stays towards the back of the crowd so I don't see her
until after the vigil's over. When she spots me she's sitting with her friends and I kneel on the
pavement in front of her, head to her knees, and she rubs the back of my neck, head, shoulders.
Later when she runs her open mouth up and down my neck I feel like my whole body is a cock and I
love that her lips reimagine my anatomy.
I'm not grieving anymore, or not now anyway.
At the vigil I heard some politically correct things, some toothless things, some obvious things, some
things that didn't speak to my rage. All day if I had a moment I wasn't miserable I felt like I was a
piece of shit for feeling something happy. I went to the vigil looking for catharsis, and I didn't get it,
or not to the extent that I wanted. There were too many politicians speaking. There were too many
politicians. But none of us were there for the speakers. We were there to see what we were feeling
reflected back at us in others so that we’d know we weren’t crazy for feeling it.
Reverend Brent Hawkes took the mic last and said things that felt closer to what I needed. He said,
"Let the way that we live our lives be our prayer." That helped me. All day while I've seen people
posting “Pray for Orlando” I've thought what the fuck does that do. That our praying is our actions,
our joy, our desire, our fucks, that's something that I can understand, that's something I can do.
So after the vigil she and I have dinner, and we both still want to do the same thing we would have
had 49 of our tribe not been murdered this time yesterday.
So we go to a sex club. And I get naked. And she doesn't. And we don't fuck because this is our
second date and we're having the kinky adult version of a high school crush on each other. And she
pulls me onto her lap, picks me up, carries me to the wall, pins me against it, and she's so strong
and she hoists me higher so my tits are at mouth-level and we are gods and her mouth prays her lips
on my tits pray and trust me every person in the room wishes they were queer, wishes they were an
obnoxious wound up big-dicked wet as fuck little B O I boi, wishes they were under her tongue in
our skin.
And there's no grief, no ache in my body, as I watch her perfect ass in black nylons walk up the
stairs ahead of me.
I haven't forgotten, but I'm not aching.
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Katie is a playwright, performer, visual artist, and community organizer. They often create work that straddles
the space between visual art, theatre, and performance art, and their work often explores pleasure, violence,
and the pursuit of authenticity and agency.
Katie has been in diverse playwriting units around Toronto, including Tarragon Theatre and the InspiraTO
festival. They began performing their writing in the 2012 PrideCab ensemble at Buddies in Bad Times Theatre,
and continued developing their craft as a creator/performer in the 2012/2013 Young Creators Unit at Buddies,
where they developed the one-person show Evil Love Songs, an autobiographical, cinematic stream of
consciousness that explores bisexuality in Toronto today (performed at the 34th annual Rhubarb festival).
They performed in the 2013 Toronto Fringe production of Spoon, written by Spencer Charles Smith and
directed by Sky Gilbert, a piece which explores the presence of static male/female gender roles in queer
relationships. Katie again worked with Sky Gilbert when he cast Katie in The Terrible Parents, Sky Gilbert’s play
that was part of Buddies in Bad Times Theatre’s 2016 season.
Katie was a creator/performer within the theatre company Straight Camp, with whom they
created/performed the show Stumble, Topple, and Stand for Buddies’ 2014 Queer Pride festival. A show
directed at children, Straight Camp describes Stumble as, “the queer fairy tales we wish we’d grown up with.”
Katie has presented their performance art piece, Kid: A Queer Fable, at Buddies in Bad Times theatre and
Videofag, and The Gladstone Hotel, and their video art, Experimental Pussy Part 1 & 2, was exhibited at the
BRAZEN show at Toronto’s Project Gallery in December 2013, and at Berlin’s entzaubert non-commerical
queer DIY film festival in July 2014.
In November 2014 Katie collaborated with international visual artist/dancer/choreographer/actor Diana Reyes
aka FLY LADY DI to create/perform a 15-minute piece called #iHateUrHappiness, which melds live animation,
dance, and face-paced scenes to discuss the intersection of experiences of oppression across different
communities (performed at the 2014 Insatiable Sisters event at Buddies). Katie and Diana completed an artist
residency at hub14 in 2016 towards developing a 60-minute version of #iHateUrHappiness.
Katie was a member of Nightwood Theatre’s 2013/2014 Write from the Hip playwrights unit, where they
developed their first full-length, multi-character play, Serenity Wild, which discusses childhood trauma as the
underbelly of adult intimacy, and challenges typical ideas of wellness by finding healing in BDSM. Serenity Wild
went on to be the grand prize winner of the 2016 Wildfire National Playwriting Competition, and as a result
Katie and director Audrey Dwyer spent a week workshopping the play and then presented a staged reading of
the piece at Calgary’s IGNITE! Festival of Emerging Artists. Katie and Audrey are now planning to mount a
production of Serenity Wild in a festival setting.
In September 2014, Katie Sly was an artist-in-residence with lemonTree creations, where with the direction
and dramaturgy of Jonathan Seinen, they developed the 60-minute one-person show Charisma Furs, which
examines Katie’s complex history with love, of themselves and others. Charisma Furs debuted in the Live Art
series of the 2015 SummerWorks Performance Festival in Toronto, and was then presented at the 2016
rEvolver festival in Vancouver. Katie will next be performing at excerpt from Charisma Furs at Dixon Place in
New York City in the A Tribe Called Butch series.
Katie is the founder, curator, and producer of the art-based community engagement project Too Queer: A Bi
Visibility Cabaret, which since 2014 has created and held space for work that discusses bisexuality and
pansexuality (a virtually invisible and much maligned and misunderstood part of the queer community). The
widely-attended inaugural event of Too Queer took place at Videofag in June 2014, and two equally-crammed
events have taken place since then in 2015 at The Gladstone Hotel. In 2016, with the support of the Toronto
Arts Council via the Community Arts stream, Too Queer held its first free, open-to-the-public arts workshop
series How Do You Make Bisexual Art? at Toronto’s City Park Library, followed one week later by another soldout Too Queer cabaret performance evening, this time at Buddies in Bad Times Theatre.
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